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Abstract
An upper bound for the nonlinear eastward propagation rate of the Paci"c warm pool is
derived analytically using an inertial two-and-a-half-layer model on a b plane. The model is
based on the familiar idea that, in most years, the eastward migration tendency is arrested by
the drag imposed on the ocean by the westward trade winds. During El Nino years, however,
when the wind partially (or completely) relaxes, the pool is freed to move toward the east. The
upper bound that we focus on corresponds to a rapid migration associated with a complete
relaxation of the westward winds. Nonlinear analytical solutions to the above state are constructed by integrating the (inviscid) horizontal momentum equations over a control volume
in a coordinate system moving steadily toward the east. A balance between the eastward #owforce (i.e., the momentum #ux resulting from the eastward density gradient) and the opposing
westward form-drag (exerted by the westward #owing intermediate #uid diving under the pool)
is examined. It involves integrated pressure forces, integrated inertia and the integrated Coriolis
forces. In the limit of a control volume with an in"nitesimal north}south extent, no recirculation (i.e., no lateral exchange of mass between the fraction of the pool occupying the immediate
vicinity of the equator and regions immediately to the north and south), and no crossequatorial #ows, the governing equations reduce to the equations that govern the nonrotating
(i.e., b,0) intrusion of warm water into a resting two-layer system. This essentially means that
the Coriolis force does not have any zonal component along the equator. For such conditions,
the nonlinear eastward speed is found to be [2g(Do /o)H ] [1!(H /H )], where Do is


 

the density di!erence between the pool and the intermediate water underneath (i.e., the
so-called intermediate layer), H the undisturbed thickness of the intermediate layer ahead of

the pool, and H is the intermediate layer thickness under the pool. Typical values for the

Paci"c give a bounding propagation rate of 50}60 cm s\, which is in good agreement with the
observed migration rate during both the 1982}83 El Nino and the 1997 El Nino, the only ones
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1. Introduction
Determination of the Paci"c warm pool migration is important to our understanding of El Nino, La Nina and the Southern Oscillation. The migration is subject
to strong interannual variations in phase with the Southern Oscillation Index
(e.g., Picaut et al., 1996,1997). Both observations and models suggest that the eastward migration corresponds to at least a partial relaxation of the trade winds
(e.g., McPhaden and Picaut, 1990; Delcroix et al., 1992; Picaut and Delcroix,
1995; Cane and Zebiak, 1985). This is in accordance with the original suggestion of
Bjerknes (1969,1972), who was the "rst to point out that during El Nino the trade
winds and the zonal oceanic sea-surface temperature gradient go through a mutual
collapse.
The very "rst attempts to explain the eastward migration of the pool associated
its movement with a simple Kelvin wave. Although the Kelvin wave speed gives the
correct order of magnitude for the pool's migration, a Kelvin wave leaves the mass
behind as it propagates, whereas the pool carries its mass with it. In contrast to these
linear dynamics involving Kelvin waves, we shall develop here a model that includes
the nonlinear terms and allows the modeled pool to carry its entire mass as it moves
eastward.
The typical structure of the warm pool is shown in the top panels of Figs. 1 and 2.
Although the two top panels do not correspond to the same year (and, moreover, one
of them involves El Nino whereas the other does not), they do give clear top and side
views of the pool. During El Nino the warm water pool (¹'293C; p (22 kg m\)
R
is propagating toward the east because the trade winds at least partially collapse.
Various numerical models, such as that of Gent and Cane (see, e.g., Murtugudde et al.,
1996) and the LODYC model (Delecluse et al., 1993), have correctly reproduced the
eastward movement of the pool (see, e.g., Picaut et al., 1996). To aid in the interpretation of results from complicated models of this type, and of observations, it is helpful
to use analytical results based on idealized models with simpli"ed physics and geometry.
To do so, we shall consider the model shown in Figs. 3a and b, where the top view
(shown in the central panel of Fig. 3b) corresponds to a typical observational view of
the top of the pool (shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1), and the side view (shown in the
lower panel of Fig. 3b) corresponds to a typical observational view of the side of the
pool (shown in the upper panel of Fig. 2). For simplicity, we focus on the most intense
El Ninos of the century (e.g., those of 1982 and 1997), because these events correspond
to an almost complete relaxation of the winds. The model consists of a warm water
(p (22.0) tongue, which is usually held against the western boundary of the Paci"c

by the westward wind drag but is now free to move eastward. The warm water tongue
overlies an ocean containing an `intermediate watera (22(p (25), which is allowed
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Fig. 1. Upper panel: Sea surface temperature (SST) in the tropical Paci"c during June}July}August 1987
(El Nino). Contour interval is 13C, except for the 28.53 and 29.53C isotherms. SST warmer than 293C is
shaded. The western shaded region is the warm pool under discussion [reproduced from Picaut and
Delcroix (1995)]. Lower panel: Top view of the idealized (modeled) pool; (o!*o ) is the density of the pool

and o is the density of the water ahead of and below the pool. This slightly heavier water will be referred to
as `intermediate watera even though it has no relationship to what is usually called `intermediate watera.
The `wigglya arrow indicates migration.

to move, and an in"nitely deep inactive cold lower layer (25(p ). The north}south

extent of the pool is a few Rossby radii (which, for a typical density anomaly of one
part per thousand and a depth of 80 m, is roughly 212 km).
In our scenario, the eastward motion results from excess pressure on the western
side, which is created when the winds subside. It is ultimately balanced by a form-drag
exerted on the pool by the intermediate water, which, in order to compensate for the
volume displaced by the eastward moving pool, is forced to dive under the pool and
#ow westward. In accordance with the observations that during strong El Ninos the
Equatorial Undercurrent is drastically reduced (see, e.g., Firing et al., 1983; Halpern,
 Note that this `intermediate watera has no relationship to the much deeper water frequently referred to
as `intermediate watera. Furthermore, note that the intermediate water under the pool is sometimes referred
to (by other authors) as the `barrier layera. We chose to use the term `intermediate watera rather than
`barrier layera because, in our work, the extension of the layer ahead of the pool and to the sides of the pool
is exposed to the atmosphere and, consequently, does not serve as a `barriera.
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: Density (p ) along the equator in January}February 1990 (no El Nino) showing the

vertical structure of the pool and the water underneath it. CTD stations are indicated by small triangles at
the bottom. Contours are at intervals of 1 kg m\ (density). Shading indicates densities less than 22 kg m\
(the warm pool), and hatching indicates water heavier than 25 kg m\ (deep water). Note that the light pool
(density less than 22 kg m\) is associated with both warm water (temperature greater than 29.03C) and low
salinity ((35%) water. (Adapted from Kuroda and McPhaden, 1993.) Lower panel: Idealized side view of
the pool. The intermediate layer separates the light pool on top from the deep water underneath; it consists
of water forced to dive under the pool, (as the pool propagates eastward). Solid arrows show the velocity
"eld (viewed from a "xed coordinate system).

1987) or even completely disappears (the 1982 El Nino), we shall neglect the motions
in the deep layer (p '25).

We shall "rst present a scaling analysis (Section 2) illustrating that, for our strong El
Nino cases, nonlinearity is important and that the local heat #ux to the atmosphere is
negligible when the pool's front is passing through the central Paci"c. Following the
scale analysis we shall present the formulation of our nonlinear two-and-a-half-layer
model. The model is inviscid and nondi!usive, and is examined using a coordinate
system traveling with the intrusion at (an assumed steady) speed C (Section 3). (It will
become clear later that, for our detailed calculations, we shall require only an
in"nitesimal band of equatorial water to move steadily eastward.) Later on, in Section
4 we present the equations governing the upstream and downstream "elds. This is
followed by the employment of a control volume (marked by the dashed line in
Fig. 3b) and an examination of the associated balance of forces. In Section 5 we show
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analytically that, in the limit of very narrow control volume (i.e., eP0), the complete
b plane problem reduces to the much simpler problem of an intrusion into a two-layer
system on a nonrotating plane.
This particular (theoretical) nonrotating problem has not been dealt with
before, but similar problems involving laboratory experiments of gravity currents
penetrating into a continuously strati"ed ("nite-depth) ocean received much attention
and are discussed in Simpson (1987). These experiments [see, e.g., Fig. 13.16 of
Simpson (1987)] give a relationship between the current propagation speed and the
ambient strati"cation. They show that the Froude number, based on the current
propagation speed and the ambient strati"cation, is somewhere between 0.2 and 0.4.
Interestingly, they display some similarity to the classical experiments of Long (1955),
when the towed solid obstacle used by Long is conceptually replaced by the head
of the gravity current. The analogy involves the generation of internal waves in
the environmental #uid but cannot be taken much further, because the speed of
Long's towed solid is given whereas the gravity current speed is determined by the
"eld.
Given the relatively large amount of attention that these sorts of problem received
from the "fties to the late seventies and early eighties, it is surprising that almost no
direct progress has been made in the late eighties and nineties. Progress has been
made, however, on extending existing theories (for gravity currents penetrating into
a #uid with uniform density) to boundary currents on an f plane (see, e.g., Stern, 1980;
Stern et al., 1982; Kubokawa and Hanawa, 1984a,b; Gri$ths, 1986; Nof, 1987). These
studies have shown that the presence of rotation does not arrest the migration along
the wall, because it is impossible for the Coriolis force to balance the long-shore
pressure gradient. The currents advance as a forever-thinning wedge, because the
propagation is proportional to the thickness, which is greatest along the wall and
decreases gradually as one moves away from the wall. We shall see later that similar
behavior is expected to take place in the pool migration problem, where the thickness
and migration rate decrease as one moves away from the equator.
Our detailed mathematical solution is presented in Section 6 and the application to
the 1982 El Nino is given in Section 7. Section 8 summarizes the work.

2. Scaling
As mentioned, the basic assumption of our analysis is that, in the central Paci"c, the
warm pool propagates eastward in response to the wind stress going to zero. The
resulting migration is due to a balance between the eastward pressure gradient
(established by the eastward density gradient) and the nonlinear (advection) terms.
Using scaling arguments we shall show below that this balance is valid for at least
a few months. To do so, we recall that the zonal momentum equation,
*u
*u
*u
1 *p
(1/o)/*t
#u
#v
!by v "!
#l
,




*t
*x
*y
o *x
*z






(2.1)
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reduces to
*u
*u
1 *p
#u
"!

*t
*x
o *x




(2.2)

in the absence of friction, wind and cross-equatorial #ows (i.e., no meridional speed
along the equator). Here, the notation is conventional and we view the pool from
a "xed coordinate system; the subscript `sa indicates association with a stationary
coordinate system (x , y , t ). For clarity all variables are de"ned in both the text and
  
Appendix A.
We also note that, in most of the existing linear models (e.g., McPhaden et al., 1988;
Roemmich et al., 1994) the dominant terms are the "rst and last term on the left-hand
side of Eq. (2.1) which are balanced by the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
(2.1). This situation corresponds to the state where the horizontal density gradient is
weak so that the pressure gradient is also weak and, consequently, can be balanced by
the "rst or fourth term on the left-hand side of Eq. (2.1). By contrast, when the
horizontal pressure gradient is as large as is frequently observed in the frontal zone of
the pool [an isopycnal slope of 100 m per 20 km, according to the intersection of the
22p contour with the free surface shown in Fig. 2 (reproduced from Kuroda and

McPhaden (1993))], it cannot be balanced by the *u /*t term in Eq. (2.2). To see this,
 
note that, for a pool anomaly of one part per thousand, such a linear balance +i.e.,
u &O[t g(*h/*x )], would yield unreasonably high velocities of about 10 m s\



within merely two days. Such a linear balance cannot obviously hold and, consequently, the nonlinear (second term) on the left-hand side of Eq. (2.2) becomes
important and a balance between the advection and the pressure gradient is established. This balance leads to a velocity scale of (gh) which gives a very reasonable
value of 1 m s\.
It should be pointed out here that the large eastward density gradient mentioned
above does not correspond directly to the wind stress that acted initially on the #uid.
This is due to the nonlinear steepening that takes place during the slumping stage, i.e.,
from the time that the wind collapses to the "nal establishment of the steadily
propagating state (shown in Fig. 3). This nonlinear steepening results from the fact
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Fig. 3. (a) A schematic three-dimensional view of the two-and-a-half-layer model under study. The light
advancing pool (red) penetrates into a two-layer ocean consisting of an intermediate upper layer (clear) and
an in"nitely deep lower layer (blue). Far downstream (xPR) both the intermediate water and the deep
water are at rest. To compensate for the volume displaced by the eastward moving pool, the intermediate
water is forced to dive under the pool and move westward. The deep water is at rest everywhere. `Aa is the
`nosea of the intruding pool. (b) A cross-section of the modeled pool (top panel), a top view (central panel)
and a side view of the pool (lower panel). The associated control volume is shown with the dashed line. The
length of the control box is a few deformation radii, and the width is 2e. The thicknesses H, H and

H correspond to the pool upstream, the intermediate water downstream and the intermediate water

upstream. All are taken along the equator (i.e., at y,0). Note that the top view (central panel) corresponds
to the observations shown in Fig. 1 and the side view (lower panel) to the observed structure shown in
Fig. 2. The coordinate system x, y, z is moving with the pool at speed C; the "xed coordinate system x , y ,
 
z is not shown.
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that the local forward speed is proportional to (gh) (where h is the local thickness)
so that particles away from the front sense a thick upper layer and move eastward
faster than those close to the front (which sense a thin upper layer). In the case in
question we begin with a weak initial wind-induced isopycnal slope of, say, 200 m per
10,000 km [see, e.g., Fig. 11.17 in Gill (1982)] and end up with a much steeper slope of
100 m per 20 km.
It is also worth pointing out that, within the central Paci"c, the local heat loss to the
atmosphere is not su$cient to `erasea the observed horizontal density gradient. To
see this, recall that the change of the sea surface temperature (SST) with time is given
by
d¹/dt"Q/oC h,
(2.3)

where Q is the anomalous heat #ux to the atmosphere [estimated to be (on average)
less than 20 W m\ (Meyers et al., 1996) but can be as low as zero and as high as
80 W m\], C is the water heat capacity [4000 J/kg (3K)] and h is the warm pool's

thickness (&50 m). For a period of, say, 90 d, Eq. (2.3) gives a horizontal temperature
di!erence of 0.753C corresponding to a Do/o of 10\, which is an order of magnitude
smaller than the observed horizontal density di!erence [O(10\)] considered in our
model.
Finally, it should be pointed out here that the above estimates (regarding the
importance of advection in the central Paci"c and the smallness of the heat-#uxinduced density anomalies) are consistent with the results of Picaut and Delcroix
(1995), Picaut et al. (1996), Delcroix and Picaut (1998), Maes and Delecluse (1998), and
Vialard and Delecluse (1998a,b). All of these studies point to the signi"cance of
advection.

3. Formulation
As an idealized formulation of the problem, consider again the situation shown in
Fig. 3. The inviscid intrusion propagates eastward at the (assumed steady) propagation rate C. Downstream at xP#R both the intermediate and the deep #uid are at
rest, but in a coordinate system traveling with the pool they appear to be moving
toward the intrusion at speed !C. (Note that the terms `upstreama and `downstreama are used in terms of their relationship to the pool.) To compensate for the
volume displaced by the advancing pool, the intermediate layer is squeezed underneath the pool and speeds up as it dives under it. The in"nitely deep #uid below
maintains its uniform speed !C, however. Mathematically, the warm-pool propagation problem is analogous to a cold-pool propagating along the bottom into a twolayer equatorial ocean (Fig. 4). This cold-pool problem is much easier to follow than
the warm-pool problem and, for simplicity, we shall focus here on the cold-pool
problem. After obtaining our results we shall return to the warm-pool problem
(Section 7).
Using a moving coordinate system we shall connect the upstream and downstream
"elds without solving for the rather complicated region in between. This connection
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Fig. 4. A cold pool propagating along the bottom of an equatorial two-layer ocean. This situation is
mathematically analogous to that shown in Fig. 3 and is considered here merely for simplicity. The origin of
the "xed coordinate system (not shown) is situated upstream along the equator. The thicknesses H , H and
 
H are the downstream and upstream intermediate layer and cold pool thicknesses along the equator
whereas h and h are the pool's and the intermediate water thicknesses anywhere in the "eld [i.e.,

H "h (0, 0); H "h (R,0); H"h(0,0)].





will be made using familiar conservation laws (e.g., potential vorticity, energy, mass) as
well as the somewhat-less-familiar conservation of integrated momentum (i.e., #owforce). The latter will be obtained by integrating the x momentum equation over the
(long and narrow) control volume shown in Fig. 4.
It is important to realize that when the equations of motion are transformed to
a steadily moving coordinate system the original time-dependent terms in Eqs. (2.1)
and (2.2) are not taken to be identically zero. Even though there are no explicit
time-dependent terms in the new equations, most of the original *u/*t is retained
through its incorporation into the new advection terms (which comes about via the
transformation */*t "!C*/*x). The only part of the original *u/*t that is not

retained is the small variation relative to the moving system (i.e., */*t in the moving
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system). This neglect merely implies that our results would yield the average migration
speed rather than the instantaneous speed.
The "xed x and y axes are directed along and across the pool, and the system


rotates at by/2 about the vertical axis (z ). As mentioned, the subscript `sa indicates

that the variable in question is associated with a stationary coordinate system. Once
we transfer the equations of motion to a moving coordinate system, we shall (in order
to distinguish between the systems and keep our notation simple) use variables
without any subscript. The pool thickness is denoted by h, and the `nosea of the
intrusion is de"ned by h"0 at y"0.
In a similar fashion to the classical nonrotating intrusions into a single #uid (see,
e.g., Von Karman, 1940; Benjamin, 1968) there is a stagnation point at the nose
because a cross-section in the xz plane indicates the presence of a discontinuity in the
slope of the streamline associated with the free surface ahead of the intrusion. The
existence of such a stagnation point in a rotating gravity current was used by Stern et
al. (1982); it is also discussed by Gri$ths (1986). The reader might be interested in
knowing that for nonrotating intrusions, Benjamin (1968) has elegantly shown that
the discontinuity is associated with an intersection angle of 603. The stagnation point
essentially implies that the #ow in the vicinity of the nose is nonhydrostatic (see, e.g.,
Gri$ths, 1986), because the horizontal scale is not larger than the vertical. Another
way to see the nonhydrostatic aspect of the problem is to recall that hydrostatic
motions imply depth-independent horizontal movements (due to the two dimensionality of the horizontal pressure gradients), whereas the motions under the stagnation point are obviously depth dependent. We shall see that the implications of these
nonhydrostatic motions for the #ow-force balance are not severe as they extend over
a very limited area [O(H) away from the nose].
For simplicity, it will be assumed that, in the immediate vicinity of the equator
(i.e., within the control box) there is no recirculation in the sense that the core of the
pool does not exchange mass with the surrounding #uid within the pool. This `no
recirculationa assumption means that within the control box all points behind the
front move eastward at the speed of the front so that there is no meridional velocity
(and, consequently, no lateral exchange of either mass or momentum). In reality, there
probably is some anticyclonic recirculation within the pool and such a recirculation
will (geostrophically) balance some of the zonal (eastward) pressure gradient that is
driving the pool eastward. This means that the recirculation would slow the pool's
migration rate down so that its neglect for the purpose of computing our upper bound
limit is certainly adequate. We shall return to this point in Section 7.

4. Governing equations for the upstream and downstream regions
We shall now determine the equations governing the #ow several deformation radii
away from the pool's leading edge (sections `ua and `da, Fig. 4). As mentioned, we
shall deal with a coordinate system moving with the pool at its own speed C and
assume that the water within our control box is moving steadily without changing its
shape and structure with time. We shall see later that, with our method of solution,
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only the intrusion in the immediate vicinity of the equator is required to move without
changing its shape and structure with time, because we shall be concerned only with
boxes whose north}south extent is in"nitesimal. Note that the entire pool does not
propagate eastward uniformly; rather, it propagates as a forever thinning tongue
because the propagation rate decreases with decreasing thickness (and the thickness
decreases gradually as one moves away from the equator). This implies that the
maximum speed is along the equator.
The equations of motion in the moving system are obtained by using the transformations x"x !Ct ; y"y ; t"t . Downstream (i.e., ahead of the pool), in region




`da, the speed is, by de"nition, identical to !C everywhere, namely,
u"!C; h "H ,


where h is the thickness of the intermediate layer and H is the undisturbed inter

mediate layer thickness. (Recall that the upstream and downstream "elds are de"ned
on the basis of their relationship to the pool and not the ambient #ow).
Behind the nose (upstream), in region `ua, the pool is geostrophic in the crossstream direction (due to the presence of the equator), and has a potential vorticity P(t)
that is symmetrical relative to the equator (i.e., it is positive in the northern hemisphere and negative in the southern hemisphere) so that
!*u/*y#by"hP(t) where P(t)"0 at y"0.

(4.1)

Here, u is the pool's horizontal velocity component in the x direction, b is the familiar
variation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude and h is the pool's thickness. The
deviation of the pressure in the pool from the pressure associated with a state of rest
(i.e., `no poola state) is
*p"*o g(h #h!H )#*o g(h!z),
 


so that the y momentum balance for the pool upstream (xP0) is given by
by(u#C)"!g (*h/*y#*h /*y)!g *h/*y,




(4.2)

where g "g *o /o and g "g *o /o, *o and *o are the density di!erences be





tween the pool and the intermediate layer and between the intermediate and upper
layer (respectively), H is the upstream undisturbed thickness of the pool at y"0,
and it has been taken into account that the pool is one dimensional upstream. The
intermediate layer is governed by the familiar potential vorticity equation and
geostrophy:
!*u /*y#by by

" ,
h
H





(4.3)



*h
*h
#
by(u #C)"!g
,

 *y
*y

(4.4)
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where u is the speed in the intermediate layer. Here, we have taken into account that

(a) the upper layer #uid has originated ahead of the pool where the potential vorticity
is by /H (where y is the latitude from which the parcel originated), and that (b) the

excess pressure in the intermediate layer is *o g (h #h!H ).



The upstream and downstream boundary conditions for the pool and intermediate
layer are
h"0 at y"$e, h"H at y"0, x"0

(4.5a)

h "H at yP$R,



(4.5b)

where $e is the north}south extent of the control volume (see Fig. 4).

5. The connection between the upstream and downstream 5elds
As mentioned earlier, we shall obtain the desired solution to the problem without
solving for the complicated three-dimensional "eld near the pool's frontal leading
edge. We will accomplish this by using the following connection principles.
5.1. The yow force
This is obtained by integrating the x momentum equation over the control volume
shown in Fig. 4. Since the region where the motions are nonhydrostatic has a width of
merely O(H), it is extremely small compared to the area of the control box and,
therefore, can be neglected in the integration. The reader can convince himself (or
herself ) that this is correct by noting that all properties are continuous across the
nonhydrostatic region. For the pool we have

 

hu

1






*u
*u
#vh
dx dy!b
*x
*y

"!(g #g )



1



yvh dx dy

1



*h
h
dx dy!g

*x




h

1

*h
 dx dy,
*x

(5.1)

where S is the fractional area of the box occupied by the pool. Similarly, we have for

the intermediate #uid

 
1





*h
*u
#v h
 dx dy!b
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*h
 dx dy!g
h
 *x

1



1

1

yv h dx dy
 

*h
h
dx dy,
 *x

(5.2)

where S is the entire area of the control box (i.e., it includes both the pool and the
surrounding water). Even though v will be later neglected in accordance with our
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no-recirculation (in the immediate vicinity of the equator) assumption, we have
retained it in the above equations in order to demonstrate how the recirculation enters
the problem.
Using the continuity equation and adding the above two equations [(5.1) and (5.2)],
we "nd

 
 
1





*
*
(hu)# (huv) dx dy!b
*x
*y
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1



1

*t
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*
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(5.3)

where t and t are the conventional streamfunctions of the pool and intermediate

water. (Note that the thickness h is well de"ned everywhere } it is positive within the
pool and identically zero outside the pool.)
With the aid of Stoke's theorem, Eq. (5.3) can now be written as
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(5.4)

or
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(5.5)
[ huv dx# huv dx"


2
(
(
#
where t is de"ned to be zero along the boundary of the pool (where h,0). In the limit
of eP0 (i.e., a control box with an in"nitesimal width), all of the three terms involving
b go to zero because they are of order e. The last two terms on the left-hand side
correspond to the lateral exchange of momentum. With the no-recirculation assumption they also go to zero so that Eq. (5.5) reduces to the nonrotating conservation of
integrated momentum:
[hu#g h/2#h u#g (h#h )/2] "[H C#g H]
.

 


V

  V

(5.6)
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5.2. Continuity
For the pool, the continuity equation gives





*
[ hu dy!*
[ hv dx"0,
(
(
where is the boundary of the pool within the control box. With the no-recirculation

assumption, it gives



>C
hu dy"0,
\C
because there is no pool downstream. We shall see later that this equation is
automatically satis"ed because u"0 within the control box. Similarly, we have for
the intermediate #uid





>C
>C
H C dy"
h u dy.

 
\C
\C

(5.7)

5.3. Energy
Since we are seeking solutions for energy conserving #ows, we may apply the
Bernoulli integral along all streamlines. For hydrostatic motions in a steadily moving
coordinate system, the Bernoulli invariant B is
(u#v)/2#p/o#gz#bCy/2"B,

(5.8)

where p is the pressure and z is the height. Note that, in its most general form (which
will be given later), the Bernoulli integral is applicable also to nonhydrostatic #ows,
and that all the properties are continuous within the layer. Consequently, Eq. (5.8) can
be used to connect all regions where there is no signi"cant vertical velocity, even if in
between those regions the #uid goes through an area where the motions are nonhydrostatic and the vertical velocities are large. Application of Eq. (5.8) to the intermediate #uid gives
(y/2!y/2)bC"(u!C)/2#g (h #h!H ),
(5.9)
G

 

where, as alluded to before, the regions where we have applied Eq. (5.8) are hydrostatic
because they are far from the leading edge. In the limit of eP0 the left-hand side of
Eq. (5.9) vanishes due to the symmetry of the problem relative to the equator.
5.4. Stagnation point at the nose
In addition to the constraints mentioned above, there is a constraint resulting from
the condition that the nose is a double stagnation point. To see this recall that, as the
relatively light ambient #uid `climbsa on top of the pool at the nose it senses
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a discontinuity in the `bottoma slope implying that the speed vanishes at the equator
(see, e.g., Von Karman, 1940; Benjamin, 1968; Stern et al., 1982; Gri$ths, 1986). The
heavy intruding #uid must also feel such a discontinuity and, therefore, it must also
stagnate at the nose (see, e.g., Stern et al., 1982; Gri$ths, 1986). Even though the #ow
near the nose is nonhydrostatic, it is possible to use the information associated with
the stagnation points because the most general form of the Bernoulli invariant is not
restricted to hydrostatic #ows. This general form is
(u#v#w)/2#p/o#gz#bCy/2"B(t),

(5.10)

where the pressure (p) is not necessarily hydrostatic and, as before, B is a constant that
varies from one streamline to another. In the limit of a narrow control box (eP0), the
last term on the left-hand side of Eq. (5.10) vanishes and the relationship reduces to the
familiar Bernoulli in the nonrotating case.
5.5. The combined constraints
We shall see in the next sections that the set of constraints given in subsections
(a)}(d) is su$cient for solving the problem. With the above procedure, one "nds a set
of "ve algebraic equations (integrated momentum, continuity and three energy equations) with "ve unknowns [; (the intermediate layer speed above the pool), C, H,

H and p (the pressure at the stagnation point)] so that it is possible to obtain the


desired solution to the problem.
The solution of the "ve equations is straightforward. The steps leading to the
solution are brie#y described in the next section; the reader who is interested only in
the results may turn directly to Section 7.

6. Detailed solution
6.1. Equations
Consider again the cross-section of the pool along the equator shown (as the `side
viewa) in Fig. 4. Application of the #ow-force equation (5.6) gives
g
H
H ;#  [(H #H)!H]#g "H C,
 


 2

2

(6.1)

where the condition uP0 at x"0 (i.e., no speed within the pool) has been used.
Similarly, application of the continuity equation (5.7) to the intermediate #uid gives
!H C"H ; .
(6.2)

 
Application of the Bernoulli principle to the intermediate #uid streamline connecting
the stagnation point A to I (again, see the `side viewa shown in Fig. 4) gives
p
; g
" #  (H #H),

o
2
2

(6.3)
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where p is the excess pressure at A (due to the intermediate layer). Similarly,

application of the Bernoulli to the heavy #uid streamline connecting the stagnation
point A and I gives
p
"g H #(g #g )H,
 


o

(6.4)

and, "nally, application of the Bernoulli to the intermediate layer along AJ gives
C
p
" #g H .
 
2
o

(6.5)

As already mentioned, the above "ve equations (6.1)}(6.5) have "ve unknowns ; , C,

H, H and p and enable us to close the problem.


6.2. Solution
We "rst eliminate p /o between Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4),

;/2"g H,



(6.6)

and then between Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5),
C/2"g H#g (H#H !H ).





(6.7)

Relation (6.7) can be easily understood in terms of a gravity waves analogy. (We shall
see, shortly, however, that although this analogy between our migrating nonlinear
pool and simple gravity waves can be useful, it can also be misleading).
To examine this analogy we can (temporarily) think of Eq. (6.7) as if it consists of
a superposition of two waves [see the side view (lower panel) of Fig. 4]. The "rst is
a wave on the pool's interface (i.e., the interface separating the pool and the intermediate water), and its eastward propagation is given by the "rst term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (6.7). The second is a wave on the interface separating the intermediate and
deep water above, and its propagation is given by the second term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (6.7). We shall see later that (H#H ) is always smaller than H , implying


that the second wave propagates westward. It turns out that the speed of this
westward propagating wave is always slower than the speed of the "rst eastward
propagating wave and, as a result, the entire pattern propagates eastward. Thus, in
this simple analogy we have a combination of eastward and westward propagating
waves (superimposed on each other) leading to an eastward movement, because the
eastward speed is always greater than the westward speed. Recall that, as mentioned,
although the analogy presented above is helpful for understanding some of the issues
at hand, it is somewhat problematic because simple gravity waves do not carry mass
as they propagate, whereas our nonlinear pool carries its entire mass with it as it
migrates.
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We now return to the derivation of the detailed solution and substitute Eq. (6.2) into
Eq. (6.6) to get

 

*o
H 
H  ,
(6.8)
o
H

which can now be combined with Eq. (6.7) to give a relationship between the densities
and the thicknesses,
C"2g

 

*o
H#H !H
 "

 .
(6.9)
*o
H[(H /H )!1]

 
Leaving this relationship aside for a moment, we note that another relationship
between the densities and the thicknesses can be obtained by inserting Eqs. (6.8) and
(6.6) into Eq. (6.1):

 

*o
H!(H#H )
 "


.
(6.10)
4HH !4HH/H #H
*o




Finally, elimination of (*o /*o ) between Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10) gives a relationship


between H and H ,


H!(H #H)
H#H !H



,
"
(6.11)
4H !4H/H #H (H /H )!1

 
 
which can also be written as,



  

 



H#H !H
H 
H
H  3H


 ! 3!
 ! #1 "0.
H
H
H
H
H





It gives a trivial (`no poola) solution corresponding to

(6.11a)

H#H !H "0
(6.12)


[implying *o /*o ,0 by Eq. (6.9) and C,0 by Eq. (6.8)] and the nontrivial


solution satisfying
(H /H )!(3!H/H )(H /H )#3(H /H )!1"0.
(6.13)
 
  
 
This is a cubic equation for (H /H ), which can also be written as an equation for
 
(H/H ):

(1!H /H )
  .
H/H "
(6.14)

(H /H )
 
Using this relationship we can now obtain from Eq. (6.8) a relationship for C in terms
of *o /o, H and H :




*o
C" 2g  H
(1!H /H ).
(6.15)

 
o
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Fig. 5. The thicknesses ratio H /H as a function of H/H [i.e., the solution to Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13)] is
 

shown in the upper left panel (which includes both the trivial and the nontrivial solution). The pool's
migration speed, the density di!erence ratio *o /*o and the speed above the pool as a function of the


pool's thickness are shown in the upper right, lower left and lower right panels, respectively. Extension of
the nontrivial solution beyond H/H "0.5 in the upper left panel is unphysical due to its association with

a negative density di!erence ratio (i.e, *o /*o (0), which is impossible.



Eq. (6.13) has three solutions for H /H but only one is positive (i.e., only one is
 
physically relevant). It is shown in the upper left panel of Fig. 5. The remaining
variables are shown in the upper right and lower panels of Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6. It is
noteworthy that, as the lower right panel of Fig. 6 illustrates, the total thickness above
the pool (H #H) is always smaller than the upstream thickness H , a situation that,


as we shall shortly see, is evident also in the observations. In addition, it should be
pointed out that, even though there are no laboratory experiments that can be directly
compared in detail to our theoretical predictions, the experiments of a gravity current
entering a continuously strati"ed #uid of xnite depth (see, e.g., Simpson, 1987) display
speeds of the same order as our predicted values.
Before proceeding and discussing our application, it is appropriate to point out
that, in the limit of *o P0 [i.e., the pool (whose density is o#*o ) intrudes into an


in"nite depth single-layer ocean with a density o], our results reduce to the Von
Karman (1940) solution, C"(2g H, as should be the case. [Note that, as pointed

out later by Benjamin (1968) and veri"ed with our solution, the Von Karman solution
does not satisfy the #ow-force constraint.] In the limit of *o PR [i.e., the pool

(whose density is, again, o#*o ) intrudes into a "nite depth single-layer ocean with

a density o and a depth H "H#H ], our results give H/H "H /H "0.5,
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Fig. 6. The pool nondimensional migration speed [C/(g *o /oH )], the density di!erence ratio *o /*o




and the speed above the pool [; /(g *o /oH )] as a function of the nondimensional thickness above the



cold pool H /H (upper left, upper right, lower left). The total nondimensional thickness above the cold
 
pool (H#H )/H as a function of the nondimensional depth pool H/H is shown in the lower right panel.
 

Note that the total thickness above the pool, H#H , is always smaller than the upstream thickness H . We


shall see later that this is in clear agreement with the observations.

C"(1/2)(2g H and ; "(2g H, which, as required, are identical to Benjamin's



(1968) results for a gravity current intruding into a "nite depth #uid.
7. Application and discussion
In this section we shall compare the observed migration of the warm pool during
the 1982 El Nino (the most intense El Nino of the century for which most of the data
have been analyzed) to our theoretically predicted values. We chose to focus on this El
Nino because, together with the 1997 El Nino (which has not been analyzed in detail
yet), it is the only known event associated with an almost complete relaxation of the
trade winds.
7.1. The chosen numerical values
We shall base our choices for the densities and thicknesses on Kuroda and
McPhaden's (1993) analysis for the 1990 El Nino. Ideally, one should, of course, use
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values for the 1982 El Nino rather than 1990, when there was no El Nino, but, unfortunately, for 1982 there are no measurements (of the pool) comparable in detail to
those reported by Kuroda and McPhaden (1993). However, even though there was no
El Nino in 1990, the warm pool did advance eastward during the observed period
(Picaut et al., 1996) as required by our model. In view of this, we shall use the 1990
values and consider them to be reasonable.
To apply our model we need to choose the observational values of only three
parameters; we shall use *o , H and H because these are the three parameters that
 

appear explicitly in our migration formula (6.15). Note that the numerical choices for
these variables need to be made with care in the sense that, for consistency, we can
choose only those values that lie within the validity regime of our model. Our choices
[based on the observed maximum density gradient for the lower interface and a fairly
arbitrary choice for the upper interface (see shaded and hatched regions in Fig. 2)] are,
o +1.022 g cm\; o
+1.023 g cm\, H +150 m; H +80 m.

 


7.2. The computed values
With our solution (6.14), (6.9), (6.6) and (6.15), the chosen numerical values give
a pool thickness H of about 55 m, a density di!erence *o of 0.0026 g/cm, a speed

under pool ; of !1.05 m s\, and a migration rate C of 0.55 m s\ (or 48 km d\).

(Recall that all of the results previously described for a cold pool on the bottom are
equally applicable to a warm pool on top.) All of these values are very reasonable. For
clarity, we show in Fig. 7 the predicted maximum migration speed C, the observed
speed, and the speed predicted by hypothetical drifters released in the numerical
model of Gent and Cane (see, e.g., Murtugudde et al., 1996; Picaut et al., 1996) and in
the earlier linear model (Cane and Patton, 1984). The migration speed of the pool in
the Gent and Cane model is very close to that of the linear model; both are about 40%
lower than our analytically predicted upper bound and 15% or so lower than the
observed speed.
The di!erence between our model and the linear model is clear; the linear model does
not contain advection of momentum so that much of our dynamics is not included in it.
Consequently, the fact that our analytical prediction for the 1982 El Nino is not that
di!erent from the linear prediction is fortuitous. The di!erence between our model and
the Gent and Cane model is less clear than the di!erence discussed above because the
Gent and Cane model does include advection of momentum. It is probably due to the
absence of friction (in our model), which is expected to increase the form-drag exerted
(on the pool) and slow the pool down. Other possibilities are the neglect of motions in
the lower layer and the neglect of recirculation.
7.3. The model sensitivity
To examine the sensitivity of our model to our chosen variables, we now choose
three new values for *o , H and H . We take o +1.0220 g cm\; o
+
 


 
1.0235 g cm\ and new depths, H +140 m; H +75 m, instead of the previously
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Fig. 7. A comparison of the observed pool's drift (solid line) to the theoretically predicted speed (dashed
dotted line) and earlier predictions by the Gent and Cane model (long broken line) and the linear equatorial
models (dashed double-dotted line). All are given in km d\. The pseudo stress (in m s\) [which was
averaged from COADS over a rectangular area extending from 1703E to 1603W (153 east and west of the
pool's head mean position) and 43S to 43N] is also shown (short broken line). Note that the wind averaged
in the above manner diminished completely during the 1982 El Nino, and that, during this year, the
observed speed was about 25% lower than the new theoretical prediction and 10% higher than the values
given by both Gent and Cane's model and the linear models. The observed position was averaged from 43N
to 43S. [Aside from our newly computed upper bound, all values are reproduced from the un"ltered data of
Picaut and Delcroix (1995) and Picaut et al. (1996)].

chosen values (o +1.022 g cm\; o
+1.023 g cm\, H +150 m; H +

 


80 m). The choice of this new second set of values is just as reasonable as the "rst one.
(Note, however, that, as before, we can choose only those values that are within the
model's validity regime.) Using our solution (6.14), (6.9), (6.6) and (6.15) we "nd a new
pool thickness H of about 50 m, a density di!erence *o of 0.0032 g cm\, a speed

under the pool ; of 1.21 m s\ and a migration speed of 0.65 m s\ or 56 km d\.

We see that the newly computed values are not that di!erent from the previous values.
Nevertheless, because of the solution third power dependency [e.g., (6.14)], it would be
misleading to say that all chosen values would give very similar results. Another
sensitivity that should be pointed out here is that if one chooses a range of longitudes
and latitudes di!erent than those mentioned in the caption of Fig. 7 then one can "nd
wind averages that do not simply go to zero during the 1982}83 or 1997}98 El Nino.
Rather, they may be weak easterlies or even fairly strong westerlies.
7.4. Relationship of predicted speed to the observed speed
We just saw that our nonlinear speed is roughly 25% greater than the observed
speed. This can be a result of the model weaknesses or a result of the way that the data
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have been handled (or both). We shall "rst discuss the modeling aspects that can lead
to such a di!erence. As already alluded to, it is possible that the di!erence is due to the
absence of induced motions below the intermediate layer in our model. These motions
may exert additional form-drag on the pool and slow it down. Another possibility is
that the di!erence is due to the fact that our model is inviscid and does not include
breaking waves. As in the classical two-layer intrusion (Benjamin, 1968), one would
expect that, in reality, there would be some sort of breaking waves on the interfaces.
These waves cause dissipation and, hence, prevent the Bernoulli from being conserved
in the manner that we employed. Due to the reduction of energy, a reduction in the
propagation speed is also expected to take place. A third possibility is that there is
some recirculation (neglected in our computations), which, as mentioned earlier, slows
the pool's propagation down.
An equally reasonable possibility (unrelated to the model) is that the actual migration speed along the equator is greater than the quoted observed values because of the
averaging (over a band bounded by 43N and 43S) that the observational analysis (i.e.,
the solid line in Fig. 7) contains. As pointed out earlier, the pool is expected to behave
like a forever-thinning tongue with the nose along the equator moving faster than
o!-equatorial regions. That is to say, in a similar fashion to the propagation of gravity
currents along a solid wall on an f-plane, the thickness of the advancing current
decreases as one moves away from the equator (wall) until it ultimately vanishes
several Rossby radii away. Since the forward speed is proportional to the thickness,
this implies that the propagation rate also decreases away from the equator suggesting
that the averaging `hidesa high propagation rates along the equator.
The importance of such averaging can be easily demonstrated using linear interpolation. From Fig. 1 we see that the pool extends roughly to 83N and 83S. Taking
into account that the migration speed reduces to zero at these latitudes, and that
the averaging was done from 43N to 43S, we "nd (by linear interpolation) that the
averaging gives a value that is about 25% less than the maximum speed along the
equator. This is roughly the same as the di!erence between our upper bound and the
quoted values for the observed drift, indicating that there may not be any di!erence at
all between our predicted speed and the observed speed along the equator.
A similar comparison of the model to data can be made with the 1997 El Nino
but, unfortunately, as of this writing, this El Nino has been only partially analyzed.
A simple comparison can, nevertheless, be made. To do so we "rst note that the FSU
tropical Paci"c wind stress analysis (Center for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction Studies, 1998), averaged over a rectangle bounded by 1603E}1703W and 43N}43S, shows
that during March, April and May of 1997 the winds almost completely relaxed as
required by our model. Second, we can see from the SST analysis presented by BMRC
(Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre, 1996) that, for the same period, the position
of the 283C isotherm (averaged from 23N to 23S) propagated eastward at an average
rate of 40}60 km d\. As pointed out earlier regarding the 1982 El Nino, this
propagation rate is roughly equal to our calculated upper bound.
A comment should also be made regarding the observed speed under the pool.
According to Kuroda and McPhaden (1993), the water immediately under the
pool drifts westward at roughly the same speed as the pool's eastward migration
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[10}20 cm s\, see (their) Fig. 7c], in agreement with our general scenario of an
eastward moving pool and a compensating westward (intermediate water) #ow
immediately underneath. This agreement between the theory and the observations is
important, as such westward motions under the pool cannot be explained by a simple
Kelvin wave.
Finally, an additional comment should be made regarding our use of the norecirculation assumption. As we saw, without recirculation, the zonal eastward
pressure gradient is balanced by form-drag exerted on the pool by the intermediate
water that is diving underneath the eastward propagating pool. With anticyclonic
recirculation, part of this zonal pressure gradient would be balanced by the equatorward meridional #ow near the `nosea of the pool and, consequently, the pressure
gradient available to drive the pool forward would be reduced. This is consistent with
the familiar idea that moving fronts are generated and maintained by ageostrophic
and not geostrophic motions (see, e.g., Hoskins and Bretherton, 1972; Nof, 1979). It
means that the recirculation would slow the pool's migration rate down so that its
neglect for the purpose of computing our upper bound limit is certainly adequate.

8. Summary
Before listing our conclusions it is appropriate to mention again that, although our
two-and-a-half-layer model (Fig. 3) is fully nonlinear, it neglects the e!ects of energy
loss and friction. It also neglects the drag that is usually exerted on the pool by the
trade winds, implying that the model results are applicable only to those situations
when the winds completely relax (e.g., the 1982 and 1997 El Ninos). The results can be
summarized as follows:
1. By considering a control volume that extends a few deformation radii away from
the pool's nose in the east}west direction and an in"nitesimal distance e in the
north}south direction (Fig. 3), considering the corresponding #ow-force, energy,
mass, and potential vorticity conservation, assuming that there is no recirculation,
and then taking the limit as eP0, we show that an in"nitesimal band of water in
the immediate vicinity of the equator moves steadily eastward.
2. When the above limit is taken, all the terms involving the Coriolis parameter drop
out of the problem demonstrating that, under such conditions, a narrow band in
the immediate vicinity of the equator is not directly a!ected by the earth's rotation.
This essentially results from the symmetry of the problem (relative to the equator),
which implies no cross-equatorial #ow within the head of the pool and no
east}west Coriolis force. The above limit gives an upper bound for the migration
speed because the thickness of the pool decreases gradually away from the equator
[implying that the forward propagation rate (which is proportional to the thickness) also decreases away from the equator].
3. For a given pool's thickness (and intermediate layer thickness ahead of the pool)
and a given density di!erence between the pool and the intermediate water below,
there is one propagation rate (Figs. 5 and 6), one thickness under the pool and one
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density di!erence ratio (i.e., one ratio of the density di!erence between the pool and
the intermediate water and the density di!erence between the intermediate water
and the deep water underneath).
4. The calculated upper bound for the eastward migration of the pool's nose is
[2g(*o /o)H] (H /H ), where *o is the density di!erence between the pool and

 

the water underneath and H, H and H are the pool thickness, the intermediate


water thickness ahead of the pool and the intermediate water thickness under the
pool. The above formula is simple to use but it does not contain all the information
that the model provides. Speci"cally, according to Eq. (6.14) there is a particular
ratio between H and H for any given pool so that, from a theoretical point of view,

the migration speed should be written in terms of only three variables, e.g., C"
[2g(*o /o)H ] (1!H /H ).


 
There are three aspects of the model that agree with the observations. First, it turns
out that the combined pool and intermediate layer depth under the pool (H#H )

is always smaller than the intermediate layer depth ahead of the pool, H (Fig. 6), so

that the modeled interface rises under the pool. This is supported by Kuroda and
McPhaden's (1993) observation of the pool (see Fig. 2) even though the winds did not
completely collapse during the year that the observations were made (1990). Furthermore, all the measured density di!erences and depths are also in good agreement with
the theoretical predictions. Apparently, the drag induced by the trade winds prevented
a continuous free eastward movement but did not alter the density "eld signi"cantly.
Second, and most important, a comparison of the predicted and observed migration
speeds during the 1982 El Nino (Fig. 7) shows that our predicted nonlinear upper
bound is about 25% higher than the averaged observed speed, and about 40% higher
than the speed predicted by both the Gent and Cane model and the earlier linear
model. The di!erence between our upper bound and the observed values is either due
to our neglect of friction, breaking waves and recirculation (which would reduce the
computed speed) or due to the averaging of the pools observed speed over an 83 band
(that `hidesa the actual speed along the equator, which is expected to be greater than
the o!-equatorial speed) or both. Third, a comparison between the modeled speed
under the pool to the observed speed under the pool shows that, as required, both
speeds reverse direction with depth (i.e., both display a westward speed underneath
the pool).
As of this writing the analysis of the 1997 El Nino has not been completed to
a degree that a detailed satisfactory comparison to the data can be made. A simple
comparison is nevertheless possible and gives very reasonable values.

Notation
B
C
C

g , g
 

Bernoulli invariant
pool migration speed
water heat capacity
reduced gravity ("*o /o)g, (*o /o)g)
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pool thickness
thickness of the intermediate layer
upstream pool thickness along the equator
intermediate water thickness ahead of the pool (along the equator)
intermediate water thickness above the pool (along the equator)
pressure
potential vorticity
anomalous heat #ux to the atmosphere
entire area of control box
fractional area of the box occupied by the pool
time
temperature
velocities in the moving Cartesian coordinates
intermediate layer speed above the pool (along the equator)
scaled variables associated with a stationary [but rotating (bO0)] coordinate system
latitude from which the parcel originated
height
variation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude
half the meridional extent of the control volume
reference density
density di!erence between the pool and the intermediate layer
density di!erence between the intermediate and deep water
boundary of the pool within the control box
usual streamfunction of the pool and intermediate water in the moving
coordinates system
wind stress
viscosity
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